
Executive Summary
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We aimed to create a design solution to help users with disabilities 
related to mobility navigate outdoor natural areas. Looking into the 
problem, we found that many public parks lack information on how 
people can navigate space in an accessible manner, which can deter 
people from getting outside and experiencing what parks and trails have 
to offer. Our team aimed to create a design solution for the lack of 
resources to connect users with valuable, clear, and accessible 
information around how to navigate parks and trails for people with 
disabilities related to mobility.

Timeline: 4 months

Role: Primary UX Designer



Abundance of literature on the inaccessibility of parks and a lack of 
information facilitation on how to navigate outdoor areas.



Lack of resources to connect users with valuable information which 
presents a UX design problem. 



Current initiatives present challenges for the user and park tenders, 
including the inability to see accessibility standards ahead of time, 
outdated information on signage, and unclear or hard-to-find signage. 
Mapping initiatives typically only cover places like sidewalks and not 
parks/trails.



Existing technologies to connect users with park and trail information lack 
emphasis on accessibility. 


To learn about the issues our user group face when presented with 
information on park routes and navigation and find a design solution to 
facilitate information on how to best navigate outdoor public spaces such 
as parks and natural areas for aging and disabled individuals. We did 
not intend to focus on the design or engineering of the parks themselves, 
rather we sought to connect parkgoers to the tools and resources that 
would assist them in getting outdoors to those parks.

The Problem

Goal

Our user group consists of people 
with disabilities related to mobility 
and elderly individuals

Background
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Research Process

Primary Research
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After completing the interviews and 
ethnographic research, we created 
affinity maps to analyze our 
findings. 


Overview

Our team sought to understand the following research questions:

We conducted interviews with four users with disabilities related to 
mobility and elderly individuals.



We also conducted ethnographic research by going to local, Ann 
Arbor parks and observing and photographing features related to 
accessibility.


What are the barriers to involvement in outdoor space for people with disabilities 
related to mobility?

What information tools exist to help those with needs related to mobility access parks?

What are the positive elements and short-comings of current information facilitation 
tools related to park and trail access?

How can we best address accessibility features in our information facilitation design 
solution?



Key Findings 

Foundational Research

1. Accessibility Information 3. Park Landmark Information

2. Emergency Assistance 4. Planning

Interviewees stated that it is hard to find navigation information rerlated 
to accessibiliy.

Through our ehtnographic work, we confirmed that there is a lack of 
informaiton about terrain in park signage. 

“I won’t go [to a park] if it doesn’t have a clear path. I can’t walk over trees and 
stones and bumps...gravel is hard for me too. I prefer pavement.” - Interviewee 

#3

“Benches and bathrooms are most important to me.” - Interviewee #2

“I need an accessible bathroom for my wheelchair...Yeah, oftentimes I don’t 
have that information [before arriving to a park].” 

- Interviewee #2

“I’ve never gotten hurt on a trail but it makes me nervous. I have fallen before, 
it’s scary.” 


- Interviewee #3

“I usually look at a map ahead of time...for example, parking. I might spend 
some time looking for parking before.” - Interviewee #3

There is a lack of emergency information and assistance. The older adults 
that we interviewed discussed the possibility of falling or getting injured 
on a trail and needing a fast way to get help:

The popular outdoor app “AllTrails” does not have specific emergency 
features.

Users want specific information about the accessibility of park landmarks 
(bathrooms, trailheads, benches, multiple entrance points, etc.).

Our interviewees stated that they wanted to plan visits to parks and trails 
ahead of time to ensure they had all of the necessary information about 
accessibility ready before getting to the trail.

In later usability research, we found existing services such as “All Trails” 
do not provide features for users to plan trips. 
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Design Features

Foundational Research

Safety & Accessibility Info
Display important safety and 
accessibility information in 
accordance with park/trail 
descriptions.

Emergency Services
Assist users in emergency events 
with appropriate resources

Live Navigation 
Help users navigate trails and 
parks and find amenities and 
features such as parking or 
bathrooms

Trip Planning
Aid users in planning outings by 
giving them useful tools and 
resources
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Evaluation Proccess

Evaluative Research

We conducted a comparative analysis of 
our low-fi sketches to the highly rated 
application, AllTrails (along with other 
information tools)
 The functitonality of the filter option in 

AllTrails is intuitive and useful, but 
there are missing features related to 
accessibility

 The trail difficulty scale is unclear and 
too simplistic (easy, medium, and 
hard), when a more useful scale 
would indicate more gradation

 There are no features related to safe 
planning (ex. parking, scheduling) or 
emergency access. 







We performed a general evaluation of 
our high-fidelity prototype based on the 
POUR principles from the W3C WCAG 
accessibility guidelines to make sure a 
digital tool/web application is going to 
be usable by as many folks as possible. 

We performed two 30 minute usability 
tests with our mid-fi prototype with 
previous interviewees to learn about how 
our key features were percieved and 
interacted with. Their feedback informed 
us that
 The park search was easy to use.
 Users appreciated the calendar 

feature for planning trips
 Users enjoyed the the accessibility 

information & trail surface tags on 
each park profile

 Users wanted more filters such as 
“dog friendly” and “terrain type”

 Users thought the emergency button 
was “settings”

 Users want a simple option to save a 
trail or park they liked without having 
to plan a trip

 Users enjoyed the emergency feature, 
but also wanted to share their 
location and other information with 
loved ones

Comparative Analysis General Accessibility EvaluationUsability Tests
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clear color 
contrast with 

white and dark 
green accents

recognizable 
icons

predictable 
navigation and 
search and filter 

options

option for voice 
assistance directly in 

search



Safety & Accessibility Info

High-Fidelity Prototyping
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Functional Filtering


Search and filter parks/trails by..

 highly rated trails nearb
 enviornment type (trail or park
 surface, length, or elevatio
 park services and amenitie
 user specific accessibility needs
 trails rated by accessibilit
 trail lengt
 elevatio
 entry cos
 and more!





Our terrain ranking 
system is a direct result of 

user needs from 
interviews and usability 

testing



High-Fidelity Prototyping

Live Navigation
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Live Navigation
 Interactive ma
 Highlighted key park landmark
 Alternate access points and route
 Park amenities such as rest areas and 

restroom
 Parking and wheelchair accessibilit
 Interactive features for more 

information when selected



Real time journey lo
 Start, pause and finis
 Time, distance and elevation gai
 Saving and rating journey
 Adding notes and photos to specific 

journeys




Emergency Services & Contact
 Real time emergency request
 Emergency button during live 

navigatio
 Compatible with park’s specific 

emergency inf
 Send user’s location



Emergency contact setting
 Add or update personal emergency 

contact
 Notify contact in cases of emergency

Emergency Services

Our user interviews 
wanted specific 

information about park 
amenities. Users can click 
on an amenity in the live 
navigation feature to see 
details about bathrooms, 

benches, parking, and 
more.



Future Work

Pla
n m

ore 
trip

s!

click here
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Planning trip
 adding trip
 accessing maps and accessibility inf
 detailed trip note
 saving trips for repeated us
 saving photo
 posting reviews and hazard 

information



Scheduling trip
 calendar vie
 collaborate with multiple user
 tracking and notification





Trip Planning

Our interviewees wanted 
to add specific, 

personalized information 
about their upcoming 

trips. Now they can with 
the planning feature. 
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